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Non Technical Summary 
Geomara Ltd was commissioned by the Marine Institute to undertake an archaeological assessment 

of the proposed extension to the Galway Bay Marine and Renewable Energy Test Site, situated off 

Spiddal in County Galway.   

The assessment comprises a desktop assessment of background historical and archaeological data 

relating to the site and assessment of third party acquired marine geophysical data. It provides an 

overview of the site data and the proposed test site operations. It also outlines the potential impact 

of the proposed development on the receiving environment and suggests measures to mitigate any 

impact.  

The aim of this report is to assess the subject site for the presence of known and unknown cultural 

heritage. It achieves this through the undertaking of a desktop assessment of known data sources 

relating to the subject site. These include historical data as well as post processing and analysis of 

existing geophysical and hydrographic survey data sets. These were interrogated in order to 

determine whether there are archaeological features contained within the study area. 

The proposed Galway Bay Marine and Renewable Energy Test Site will be located at the existing ¼ 

scale wave energy test site, situated on the north side of Galway Bay, 1.3 km south of the north 

shore of the bay and 2.4 km east southeast of Spiddal, Co. Galway. Spiddal is located 19 km west of 

Galway City. 

Existing infrastructure on the site consists of navigation markers on the four corners of the 

quadrilateral of water demarcating the site, a wave rider data buoy, an acoustic monitoring buoy, 

and the SmartBay data buoy.  A shore cable was recently installed from the site to Spiddal, under 

Foreshore Licence No. 2014/02786. In developing and upgrading the Galway Bay Marine and 

Renewable Energy Test Site, the Marine Institute propose to install specific infrastructure at the site 

to improve the service offered to end-users.  

Geophysical surveys were carried out at the test site in 2015. The area was surveyed through 

INFOMAR the national seabed mapping programme. Datasets collected in 2015 for the area of 

interest include; magnetometer and side scan sonar. Previous geophysical and bathymetric data 

(multibeam and sub bottom profiler) was also provided for the current assessment.  

• Following review of the survey data no archaeological features were identified within the 

wave energy test site.  As a result it is suggested that the current proposed development will 

not have any impact on any known archaeological features.  

• It is suggested that proposed anchoring or mooring systems for short term infrastructure 

associated with the deployment of devices at the wave energy test site should be reviewed 

and assessed for archaeological impacts. This would be especially important where any 

subsurface anchoring systems such as suction anchors were proposed. 

• It is also advised that review surveys should be undertaken to monitor the impact of the 

proposed anchoring methodologies and to assess the impact of the proposed Gravity base. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Geomara Ltd was commissioned by the Marine Institute to undertake an archaeological assessment 

of marine geophysical and hydrographic survey data relating to the Galway Bay Test Site. 

The assessment comprises a desktop assessment of background historical and archaeological data 

relating to the site and assessment of third party acquired marine geophysical data. It provides an 

overview of the site data and the proposed test site operations. It also outlines the potential impact 

of the proposed development on the receiving environment and suggests measures to mitigate any 

impact.  

1.2 Scope of the Report 

The aim of this report is to assess the subject site for the presence of known and unknown cultural 

heritage. It achieves this through the undertaking of a desktop assessment of known data sources 

relating to the subject site. These include historical data as well as post processing and analysis of 

existing geophysical and hydrographic survey data sets. These were interrogated in order to 

determine whether there are archaeological features contained within the study area. 

 

1.3 Site Location 

The proposed Galway Bay Marine and Renewable Energy Test Site will be located at the existing ¼ 

scale wave energy test site, situated on the north side of Galway Bay, 1.3 km south of the north 

shore of the bay and 2.4 km east southeast of Spiddal, Co. Galway. Spiddal is located 19 km west of 

Galway City (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Approximate location of the wave energy test site 

The area of the proposed Galway Bay Marine and Renewable Energy Test Site will be the same as 

the existing ¼ scale wave energy test site, at 37 hectares and located in water depths of 21-24 

metres.  

Its east-west extent is approximately 670 m and its north-south extent approximately 560 m. 

The co-ordinates of the four corners of the site are: 

North West  9o 16.158’ W 53 o 13.900’ N 

North East  9 o 15.552’ W 53 o 13.903’ N 

South West  9 o 16.160’ W 53 o 13.608’ N 

South East  9 o 15.560’ W 53 o 13.617’ N 
Table 1. Co-ordinates of the four corners of the site 

1.4 Legislative Framework and Guidance 

This assessment takes into account the following legislative procedures and guidelines: 

• The Continental Shelf Act 

• The National Monuments Act (1930-2004), 

• The Foreshore Act (1933), 

• Merchant Shipping Act (1995); 
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• Valetta Convention; 

• ICOMOS; and 

• UNESCO 

1.5 Assessment Methodology 

Archaeological assessment has been described as “the overall process of assessing the impact of a 

development” (DAHGI, 1999, Policy and Guidelines on Archaeological Excavation. Govt. Publications 

Office, Dublin).  

The principle aim of assessment is to anticipate and avoid impacts on the archaeological resource.  

Archaeological assessment may be required as part of the planning process in response to 

developments which may be located in the vicinity of archaeological monuments (The Heritage 

Council. 2000). 

2 Previous Desk Based Assessments 
Moore Marine was commissioned by the Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland and the Marine 

Institute to carry out an underwater archaeological and cultural heritage impact assessment of three 

route options for a proposed cable to travel from the north shore of Galway Bay between Spiddal 

and Furbogh to the Wave Energy Test Site, c. 1.3km south from the shore. 

This report informed Chapter 8 of the Galway Bay Cable Project Environmental Report. Side-scan 

sonar and magnetometer surveys revealed no potential shipwrecks or RMP sites along the subtidal 

cable route. The sub-bottom profiler data indicated the presence of an unconsolidated sediment 

filled palaeo-valley which extends from the Boluisce River estuary just to the east of Spiddal New 

Pier. 

Previous desk based assessment utilised a number of sources in order to locate all known cultural 

heritage assets within the study area and within the general location of the proposed cable route.  

The assessments consulted the following sources: 

• Local and National Libraries  

• The National Monuments and Site Register,  

• The National Museum – topographical files,  

• The Geological Survey of Ireland – aerial photographs,  

• Examination of historic maps and related sources,  

• The Architectural Archive of Ireland,  

• The National Archives of Ireland,  

• Historic Annals,  
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• Lewis’ Topographical Dictionary 

• Genealogical Societies and Local Historical Societies. 

• The Ports and Harbour Archive 

• The National Shipwreck Inventory 

A variety of sources were consulted to provide information on potential impacts and the relationship 

of the test site within the wider maritime context to include all known maritime and terrestrial 

cultural heritage assets. Together these provided an overview of the proposed test site and its 

surroundings which could then be used to determine areas of archaeological potential. 

Two elements of the previous assessments were worth highlighting. The shipwreck inventory noted 

four vessels being lost near Spiddal. No evidence of any of these vessels or their remains was noted 

along the cable route or the new subject site.  

A paleo valley was noted just to the east of Spiddal new pier. This highlights the possibility of subsea 

floor archaeological features associated with relative sea level rise. No evidence of any palaeo-

landscape was noted at the proposed site.  

3 Development Details 
Existing infrastructure on the site consists of navigation markers on the four corners of the 

quadrilateral of water demarcating the site, a wave rider data buoy, an acoustic monitoring buoy, 

and the Smart Bay data buoy. A cable to shore has recently been installed under Foreshore Licence 

No. 2014/02786. 

In developing and upgrading the Galway Bay Marine and Renewable Energy Test Site the Marine 

Institute propose to install specific infrastructure at the site to improve the service offered to end-

users. The following list details the proposed long term deployments at the site. 

3.1 Cardinal Marks 

The purpose of the four cardinal markers is to delimit the extents of the proposed Galway Bay 

Marine and Renewable Energy Test Site and to ensure for safe navigation around the site by vessel 

users in Galway Bay. The four cardinal marks will be moored to the seabed by means of a single 

point chain mooring affixed to a 2 tonne clump weight. The four cardinal marks will be permanently 

deployed at the corners of the test site. 

3.2 Cable End Equipment 

The Cable End Equipment is the collective term for the sensors, instruments, communication and 

expansion ports that will receive power and communications from shore. Connections to the Galway 

Bay Cable and downstream instruments will be made via bulkheads and dry mate connectors. 

The CEE frame will be deployed on the seabed and anchored under its own weight. The CEE frame 

will be permanently installed in the southwest corner of the Galway Bay Marine and Renewable 

Energy Test Site.  
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3.3 Wave Rider Data Buoy  

The purpose of the wave rider data buoy is to continually monitor the wave climate at the proposed 

Galway Bay Marine and Renewable Energy Test Site. 

The wave rider data buoy is moored to the seabed by means of a single point rope mooring affixed 

to a 0.5 tonne clump weight. The wave rider data buoy is permanently deployed at the western edge 

of the test site. 

3.4 Sea Station Platform 

The Sea Station platform will be a floating platform moored within the test site boundaries which 

will house a power dissipation system, allow connections to the shore cable via the Cable End 

Equipment (CEE), and connection for up to three energy converters via separate umbilical cables. 

It is envisaged that the Sea Station will be moored to the seabed by means of four two-point chain 

moorings (one two-point mooring off each corner), each affixed to a 2 tonne high hold anchor such 

as a Danforth anchor. 

3.5 Gravity Base 

The gravity base will be constructed using an interlocking modular frame assembly. Each interlocking 

frame will be capable of containing prefabricated concrete weights, to a maximum weight of 9 

tonnes. Deployment of individual 9 tonne frames or a series of interlocking 9 tonne frames will be 

dependent on the specific mooring requirements of any device to be deployed. 

3.6 Recurring Short Term Infrastructure 

In addition to the long term infrastructure detailed above, a range of recurring shorter term 

infrastructure will be deployed at the proposed Galway Bay Marine and Renewable Energy Test Site 

to support device developers and researchers. 

4 Geophysical and Hydrographic Survey 
Geophysical surveys were carried out at the test site in 2015 (Figure 2). The area was surveyed 

through INFOMAR the national seabed mapping programme. Datasets collected in 2015 for the area 

of interest include; magnetometer and side scan sonar. Previous geophysical and bathymetric data 

(multibeam and sub bottom profiler) was also provided for the current assessment. This data was 

acquired in 2014. 
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Figure 2. Location of the bathymetry data superimposed on a larger scale bathymetry data set for Galway Bay. The 

associated cable route and landing at Spiddal pier is also visible 

The following equipment was deployed during the surveys. 

Instrument Model Frequency 

Multibeam Echo sounder EM2040 200,300 and 400 kHz 

Side Scan Sonar Edgetech 4200  100 and 500 kHz 

Sub Bottom Profiler Sonar equipment Services Pinger 3.5 – 9 kHz 

Magnetometer Seaspy  
Table 2. Equipment deployed during the surveys 

The processed data from 2014 and the unprocessed data from 2015 were analysed using 

combinations of the following software; Sonar Wiz 6, Hypack 2015, Microsoft Excel, PDS2000 and 

ARC GIS. 

4.1 Project Geodesy 

The following tables present the datum and projection parameters utilized for the survey 
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Table 3. Geodetic and projection parameters 

4.2 Project Vertical Datum 

Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) tides do not require surveys to account for vessel draft or 

vessel squat values, as recorded depths are related directly to the WGS84 Ellipsoid. During the 

INFOMAR survey legs these values were reduced to Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT) using GNSS tidal 

measurements and by then applying the VORF (Vertical Offshore Reference Frame) model 

(LAT/WGS84 separation). 

4.3 Survey Legs 

Survey operations in 2014 and 2015 were undertaken on the RV Celtic Voyager. Survey operations in 

2015 took place on 24th and 25th March. Data acquisition in 2015 was undertaken between the 27th 

May and the 7th of June. The aim of the surveys was to map the seabed and sub-seabed at the 

Galway Bay Test Site and associated cable route. 
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Table 4. RV Celtic Voyager specifications 

4.4 Side Scan Survey 

An Edgetech 4200 side scan sonar was towed behind the survey vessel. Fifteen lines totalling 25,402 

linear metres were collected (Figure 3). Twelve of the lines were sailed east/west and three 

north/south. The resulting grid of overlapping side scan data had an area of 2,128,896 m². There was 

a 100% overlap in all areas across the survey site.  

 

Figure 3. Sidescan survey acquisition lines. 

The edgetech .jsf files were imported into Sonar Wiz 6 with two times gain. Each individual line was 

bottom tracked data and analysed for anomalies. The individual lines were then mosaicked to give to 

create a geotiff image of the processed side scan data. 

The side scan acoustic returns across survey were uniform across the survey area indicating a sandy 

seafloor. Eleven anomalies were highlighted during the processing (Figure 4) (Appendix 1). All eleven 

anomalies are also visible on the bathymetric data. Four mooring buoy anchor scars with associated 

rope or chains were noted and formed a square area (Contacts 1, 2, 11 and 9). These were the 
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locations of the four cardinal marks delimiting the wave energy test site. Three large anchor scars at 

the centre of the test energy site can ranging from 15 – 40m can be clearly identified (Contacts 3, 4 

and 5). Another two anomalies due to their location are likely to be associated with the two 

southern marker buoys (Contacts 10 and 8). Two further anchor scars were also noted (Contacts 6 

and 7). 

 

Figure 4. Sidescan survey mosaic overlain on bathymetry data. Shows contacts 1-11 

4.5 Magnetometer 

A Marine Magnetics Corporation SeaSPY towed Overhauser Magnetometer was used to acquire 

magnetic field data. The system comprises a towfish, tow cable, deck lead and transceiver interfaced 

to a standard windows based PC. Acquisition parameters and QC were controlled via SeaLINK 

software.  
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Figure 5. Magnetometer survey lines overlain on the sidescan mosaic 

The magnetometer was towed 100 m behind the vessel at a depth of less than 5 m beneath sea 

surface. Magnetometer and GPS data from the towfish were input to the control PC via separate 

serial ports and synchronised. 

Five magnetometer survey lines were acquired over the survey area (Figure 5). The Sealink .XYZ files 

were converted to simple lat, long XYZ formats and imported to Sonar wiz 6 for processing and 

analysis. The data was analysed statistically and also gridded and contoured (Figure 6). 

The ambient magnetic field in the vicinity of Galway Bay is in the region of 49,000nT (nanotesla). The 

magnetometer data collected from the Galway Bay Test Site shows no significant variation from the 

ambient value. The data ranges from a low of 49,192nT to a high of 49,333Nt. This amounts to a 

localised variation of 141nT across the area of survey. The post processed magnetometer data sets 

showed no magnetic anomalies in the survey area to reflect the presence of archaeological remains 

or debris.  
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Figure 6. Contour map of the gridded magnetometer data 

4.6 Bathymetirc Data 

A hull-mounted Kongsberg EM2040 high resolution multibeam was used for swath acoustic 

acquisition. First bottom returns from the multibeam produce highly accurate bathymetric data. 

The configuration on the vessel consists of dual RX transducer (0.7 x 0.7) and a single TX transducer. 

The system operates at 200, 300 or 400 kHz with 800 soundings per ping and allows coverage of up 

to 10 times water depth on a flat bottom. 

In 2014 the soundings were edited in CARIS software against an existing chart background. 

Combinations of automated and manual processing procedures were applied by experienced data 

processors to remove systematic errors and obvious outliers. Uncertainty results were examined to 

ensure they fell within IHO specifications for Order 1a surveys. 
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Figure 7. Multibeam bathymetry grid of the wave energy test site 

The soundings are reduced to VORF LAT. A CARIS Combined Uncertainty and Bathymetry Estimator 

(CUBE) base surface was then created to allow CUBE automatic filtering. The resultant data was then 

used to create multibeam bathymetry grids. The one above is gridded at 0.5m x 0.5m.  

The seafloor slopes very gently towards the centre of Galway Bay from north to south (Figure 7). The 

sea floor ranges from 20 m along the northern edge of the survey area to 23 m along the southern 

edge. A number of localised hollows area clearly visible and correspond precisely with anomalies 

recorded on the Side Scan sonar data. The features relate to anchor scars from the four cardinal 

marker buoys and anchor marks from previous deployments within the wave energy test site.  
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Figure 8. Backscatter mosaic of the wave energy test site 

Once standard data processing procedures were applied to the MBES sounding data, the dataset 

was processed in order to generate a backscatter mosaic illustrating the acoustic properties of the 

seafloor. The resultant mosaics were generated at 2m and 5 m resolutions. The backscatter mosaic 

like the Side Scan sonar data reveal a very uniform seafloor with little variation across the entire 

survey area (Figure 8). The four cardinal marker buoy anchor scars are visible along with the other 

anchor scars associated with deployments at the centre of the wave energy test site. 

4.7 Sub Bottom Profile Data 

A Sonar Equipment Services hull mounted pinger source 2x2 transducer array SBP operating at 3.5 

kHz was used for shallow sub-surface data acquisition. This high frequency seismic source is most 

effective in investigations of the top 20 or 30 metres sub-seabed and where the sediments are fine 

to medium grained 

In 2014 the raw data was recorded in native coda format along with tiff images of each survey line. 

The seafloor and bedrock reflectors were digitized and a depth to bedrock chart was produced 

(Figure 9). The bedrock surface mirrors the bathymetry in that it increases from north to south 

across the wave energy site. The bedrock however dips more sharply than the seafloor with the 

depth to bedrock ranging from 0.5m – 8m along the northern side of the area and 15m – 20m along 

the southern edge of the area. A second horizon was also noted between the seafloor and the 

bedrock which has been interpreted as corresponding to a change from sand below the seafloor to 

glacial till above the bedrock.  
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Figure 9. Sub bottom profile data used to generate a depth to bedrock surface 

For the current assessment fourteen sub bottom profile lines were processed. Nine of these sub 

bottom data lines ran east/west and five ran north/ south (Figure 10). In total 20,137 linear metres 

of data were processed. The raw coda data was imported to Sonar wiz 6 using various gain settings 

and the resultant images were enhanced using AGC. 
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Figure 10. Processed sub bottom profile lines overlain on the sidesacn mosaic 

The sea floor and bedrock reflectors were visible (Figures 11 and 12). It is also possible to discern the 

sand/ glacial till interface noted previously in some of the profiles. No other features were noted on 

any of the sub bottom profiles. Nothing of any archaeological significance was noted.  

 

Figure 11. Section of SBP line 260414.182700_176 showing the seafloor and bedrock reflectors 
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Figure 12. Section of SBP line 260414.155744_158 showing the seafloor and bedrock reflectors 

5 Impact 

• Based on the results of the assessment study, it would appear that the proposed 

development will have a specific but limited direct impact on the seafloor.  

• The desk based archaeological assessment indicated the possibility of encountering evidence 

for wreck sites and paleo environmental features associated with relative sea level rise. The 

bathymetric and geophysical surveys did not reveal any features associated with these two 

possibilities. 

• The development envisages the permanent deployment of four cardinal markers at the 

corners of the test site. These will be moored to the sea bed by a single point chain mooring 

affixed to a 2 tonne clump weight. The predicted impact of these on the sea floor will be 

limited to anchor scarring similar to that noted and highlighted in the bathymetry and side 

scan data from the previously deployed cardinal marker buoys. 

• A cable end equipment frame will be permanently installed on the seafloor in the south west 

corner of the test site and will be anchored under its own weight. The predicted impact on 

the seafloor will be of a similar magnitude to the anchor scarring previously noted. 

• A wave rider data buoy will be moored on the west side of the test area by a single point 

mooring affixed to a 0.5 tonne clump weight. It is envisaged that the resultant seafloor 

impact footprint will be less than that resulting from the 2 tonne cardinal marker clump 

weights. 

• A sea station platform will be moored by four two point chain moorings affixed to a 2 tonne 

high hold anchor such as a Danforth. These anchors are designed to dig deeper into the sea 

floor the more strain or force that is exerted on them.  

• It is proposed to install a prefabricated modular frame capable of containing concrete 

weights of up to 9 tonnes. This will be deployed as a gravity base for mooring various test 

devices. A series of interlocking frames may also be deployed. The 9 tonne weights 

associated with the gravity base will have an impact on the seafloor. 
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• The side scan and bathymetry survey data both revealed the effects of anchoring operations 

on the sea floor. These were exclusively manifested as anchor scars clearly visible on the sea 

floor. 

• The hold anchor associated with the sea station may have more impact on the sea floor and 

it is unclear what impact the proposed gravity base composed of an interlocking modular 

frame and concrete weights will have on the seafloor. Also at this stage it is unclear what 

other mooring systems will be used to deploy other recurring short term infrastructure.  

6 Mitigation 

• Following review of the survey data, no archaeological features were identified within the 

wave energy test site. It is suggested that the current proposed development will not have 

any impact on any known archaeological features.  

• It is suggested that any future proposed anchoring or mooring systems for short term 

infrastructure associated with the deployment of devices at the wave energy test site should 

be reviewed and assessed for archaeological impacts. This would be especially important 

where any subsurface anchoring systems such as suction anchors were proposed. 

• It is also advised that review surveys should be undertaken to monitor the impact of the 

proposed anchoring methodologies and to assess the impact of the proposed Gravity base. 
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Appendix 1 – Sidescan Sonar Contact Report 

 Target Image Target Info User Entered Info 

 

Contact 010Contact 010Contact 010Contact 010    ● Sonar Time at Target: 3/24/2015 3:50:49 PM ● Click Position     53.2267599851 -9.2690108665 (WGS84)     0.0000000000 0.0000000000 (NAD27LL)     53.2267599851 -9.2690108665 (LocalLL)     (X) 482041.33 (Y) 5897529.96 (Projected Coordinates) ● Map Projection: UTM84-29N ● Acoustic Source File: X:\GeoMara\PROJECTS\G15 Projects\G15039 Galway Bay Test Site_MI\CV15_Spiddal_Site\Side Scan Sonar\20150324154642.jsf ● Ping Number: 53786 ● Range to target: 52.20 Meters ● Fish Height: 10.13 Meters ● Heading: 91.600 Degrees ● Event Number: (-1) ● Line Name: 20150324154642 ● Water Depth: 13.36 Meters 

Dimensions Dimensions Dimensions Dimensions and attributesand attributesand attributesand attributes    ● Target Length: 2.71 Meters ● Target Shadow: 0.00 Meters ● Description:  

 

Contact 002Contact 002Contact 002Contact 002    ● Sonar Time at Target: 3/24/2015 6:29:03 PM ● Click Position     53.2315652432 -9.2594195126 (WGS84)     0.0000000000 0.0000000000 (NAD27LL)     53.2315652432 -9.2594195126 (LocalLL)     (X) 482683.57 (Y) 5898062.16 (Projected Coordinates) ● Map Projection: UTM84-29N ● Acoustic Source File: X:\GeoMara\PROJECTS\G15 Projects\G15039 Galway Bay Test Site_MI\CV15_Spiddal_Site\Side Scan Sonar\20150324181838.jsf ● Ping Number: 121040 ● Range to target: 32.82 Meters ● Fish Height: 9.48 Meters ● Heading: 96.390 Degrees ● Event Number: (-1) ● Line Name: 20150324181838 ● Water Depth: 14.95 Meters 

Dimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributes    ● Target Length: 9.08 Meters ● Target Shadow: 0.00 Meters ● Description: Mooring for buoy 
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Contact 004Contact 004Contact 004Contact 004    ● Sonar Time at Target: 3/24/2015 5:17:13 PM ● Click Position     53.2293254721 -9.2660118508 (WGS84)     0.0000000000 0.0000000000 (NAD27LL)     53.2293254721 -9.2660118508 (LocalLL)     (X) 482242.60 (Y) 5897814.61 (Projected Coordinates) ● Map Projection: UTM84-29N ● Acoustic Source File: X:\GeoMara\PROJECTS\G15 Projects\G15039 Galway Bay Test Site_MI\CV15_Spiddal_Site\Side Scan Sonar\20150324170516.jsf ● Ping Number: 90512 ● Range to target: 49.70 Meters ● Fish Height: 11.80 Meters ● Heading: 258.090 Degrees ● Event Number: (-1) ● Line Name: 20150324170516 ● Water Depth: 12.23 Meters 

Dimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributes    ● Target Length: 24.80 Meters ● Target Shadow: 0.00 Meters ● Description: Anchor scour 

 

Contact 003Contact 003Contact 003Contact 003    ● Sonar Time at Target: 3/24/2015 5:16:14 PM ● Click Position     53.2298553521 -9.2645058442 (WGS84)     0.0000000000 0.0000000000 (NAD27LL)     53.2298553521 -9.2645058442 (LocalLL)     (X) 482343.35 (Y) 5897873.18 (Projected Coordinates) ● Map Projection: UTM84-29N ● Acoustic Source File: X:\GeoMara\PROJECTS\G15 Projects\G15039 Galway Bay Test Site_MI\CV15_Spiddal_Site\Side Scan Sonar\20150324170516.jsf ● Ping Number: 90094 ● Range to target: 5.19 Meters ● Fish Height: 11.52 Meters ● Heading: 264.800 Degrees ● Event Number: (-1) ● Line Name: 20150324170516 ● Water Depth: 12.42 Meters 

Dimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributes    ● Target Length: 46.06 Meters ● Target Shadow: 0.00 Meters ● Description: Anchor scour 

 

Contact 007Contact 007Contact 007Contact 007    ● Sonar Time at Target: 3/24/2015 4:20:21 PM ● Click Position     53.2274577859 -9.2612502931 (WGS84)     0.0000000000 0.0000000000 (NAD27LL)     53.2274577859 -9.2612502931 (LocalLL)     (X) 482559.69 (Y) 5897605.67 (Projected Coordinates) ● Map Projection: UTM84-29N ● Acoustic Source File: X:\GeoMara\PROJECTS\G15 Projects\G15039 Galway Bay Test Site_MI\CV15_Spiddal_Site\Side Scan Sonar\20150324161238.jsf ● Ping Number: 66336 ● Range to target: 41.17 Meters ● Fish Height: 11.06 Meters ● Heading: 255.190 Degrees ● Event Number: (-1) ● Line Name: 20150324161238 ● Water Depth: 12.43 Meters 

Dimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributes    ● Target Length: 4.49 Meters ● Target Shadow: 0.00 Meters ● Description:  
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Contact 008Contact 008Contact 008Contact 008    ● Sonar Time at Target: 3/24/2015 4:19:07 PM ● Click Position     53.2267961931 -9.2594050566 (WGS84)     0.0000000000 0.0000000000 (NAD27LL)     53.2267961931 -9.2594050566 (LocalLL)     (X) 482682.61 (Y) 5897531.62 (Projected Coordinates) ● Map Projection: UTM84-29N ● Acoustic Source File: X:\GeoMara\PROJECTS\G15 Projects\G15039 Galway Bay Test Site_MI\CV15_Spiddal_Site\Side Scan Sonar\20150324161238.jsf ● Ping Number: 65813 ● Range to target: 33.38 Meters ● Fish Height: 10.87 Meters ● Heading: 265.090 Degrees ● Event Number: (-1) ● Line Name: 20150324161238 ● Water Depth: 12.86 Meters 

Dimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributes    ● Target Length: 19.40 Meters ● Target Shadow: 0.00 Meters ● Description: Anchor Scour 

 

Contact 005Contact 005Contact 005Contact 005    ● Sonar Time at Target: 3/24/2015 3:32:36 PM ● Click Position     53.2285031081 -9.2653665718 (WGS84)     0.0000000000 0.0000000000 (NAD27LL)     53.2285031081 -9.2653665718 (LocalLL)     (X) 482285.33 (Y) 5897722.97 (Projected Coordinates) ● Map Projection: UTM84-29N ● Acoustic Source File: X:\GeoMara\PROJECTS\G15 Projects\G15039 Galway Bay Test Site_MI\CV15_Spiddal_Site\Side Scan Sonar\20150324152213.jsf ● Ping Number: 46042 ● Range to target: 14.28 Meters ● Fish Height: 9.76 Meters ● Heading: 259.500 Degrees ● Event Number: (-1) ● Line Name: 20150324152213 ● Water Depth: 13.43 Meters 

Dimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributes    ● Target Length: 23.49 Meters ● Target Shadow: 0.00 Meters ● Description: Anchor scour 

 

Contact 001Contact 001Contact 001Contact 001    ● Sonar Time at Target: 3/24/2015 6:22:58 PM ● Click Position     53.2314909901 -9.2696154007 (WGS84)     0.0000000000 0.0000000000 (NAD27LL)     53.2314909901 -9.2696154007 (LocalLL)     (X) 482002.96 (Y) 5898056.42 (Projected Coordinates) ● Map Projection: UTM84-29N ● Acoustic Source File: X:\GeoMara\PROJECTS\G15 Projects\G15039 Galway Bay Test Site_MI\CV15_Spiddal_Site\Side Scan Sonar\20150324181838.jsf ● Ping Number: 118456 ● Range to target: 38.18 Meters ● Fish Height: 0.00 Meters ● Heading: 96.500 Degrees ● Event Number: (-1) ● Line Name: 20150324181838 ● Water Depth: 15.51 Meters 

Dimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributes    ● Target Length: 9.29 Meters ● Target Shadow: 0.00 Meters ● Description: Mooring for marker buoy. 
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Contact 009Contact 009Contact 009Contact 009    ● Sonar Time at Target: 3/24/2015 4:18:13 PM ● Click Position     53.2266101053 -9.2580048668 (WGS84)     0.0000000000 0.0000000000 (NAD27LL)     53.2266101053 -9.2580048668 (LocalLL)     (X) 482776.01 (Y) 5897510.58 (Projected Coordinates) ● Map Projection: UTM84-29N ● Acoustic Source File: X:\GeoMara\PROJECTS\G15 Projects\G15039 Galway Bay Test Site_MI\CV15_Spiddal_Site\Side Scan Sonar\20150324161238.jsf ● Ping Number: 65434 ● Range to target: 52.47 Meters ● Fish Height: 12.20 Meters ● Heading: 252.300 Degrees ● Event Number: (-1) ● Line Name: 20150324161238 ● Water Depth: 12.45 Meters 

Dimensions andDimensions andDimensions andDimensions and    attributesattributesattributesattributes    ● Target Length: 8.42 Meters ● Target Shadow: 0.00 Meters ● Description: Mooring for marker buoy 

 

Contact 011Contact 011Contact 011Contact 011    ● Sonar Time at Target: 3/24/2015 4:26:39 PM ● Click Position     53.2264703939 -9.2706449407 (WGS84)     0.0000000000 0.0000000000 (NAD27LL)     53.2264703939 -9.2706449407 (LocalLL)     (X) 481932.12 (Y) 5897498.16 (Projected Coordinates) ● Map Projection: UTM84-29N ● Acoustic Source File: X:\GeoMara\PROJECTS\G15 Projects\G15039 Galway Bay Test Site_MI\CV15_Spiddal_Site\Side Scan Sonar\20150324161238.jsf ● Ping Number: 69018 ● Range to target: 62.24 Meters ● Fish Height: 12.01 Meters ● Heading: 270.000 Degrees ● Event Number: (-1) ● Line Name: 20150324161238 ● Water Depth: 12.82 Meters 

Dimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributes    ● Target Length: 0.00 Meters ● Target Shadow: 0.00 Meters ● Description: Mooring for marker buoy 

 

Contact 006Contact 006Contact 006Contact 006    ● Sonar Time at Target: 3/24/2015 2:09:05 PM ● Click Position     53.2279325057 -9.2610159324 (WGS84)     0.0000000000 0.0000000000 (NAD27LL)     53.2279325057 -9.2610159324 (LocalLL)     (X) 482575.53 (Y) 5897658.42 (Projected Coordinates) ● Map Projection: UTM84-29N ● Acoustic Source File: X:\GeoMara\PROJECTS\G15 Projects\G15039 Galway Bay Test Site_MI\CV15_Spiddal_Site\Side Scan Sonar\20150324135949.jsf ● Ping Number: 10542 ● Range to target: 26.64 Meters ● Fish Height: 13.47 Meters ● Heading: 95.000 Degrees ● Event Number: (-1) ● Line Name: 20150324135949 ● Water Depth: 9.89 Meters 

Dimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributesDimensions and attributes    ● Target Length: 11.79 Meters ● Target Shadow: 0.00 Meters ● Description:  

 


